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ABSTRACT 
A subject’s lesion response is often a primary ef ficacy measure in Oncology studies. A lesion analysis 
dataset is derived f rom Tumor Identif ication (TU) and Tumor Results (TR) SDTM domains. These two 
SDTM datasets contain the subject's Target, Non-Target, and New Lesions information collected at 
numerous evaluation time points throughout the study. Each patient can have multiple target and / or non-
target lesions. The image and measurement of those lesions are collected at each time point along with 
new lesion information if any.  
To evaluate the tumor responses to the investigational treatment throughout the study, we developed an 
analysis dataset (ADTL) with a single record per subject per time point. Those records contain information 
such as the sum of diameter of target lesions and percentage change from baseline. 
Calculating the sum of all target lesions for each evaluation time point can be challenging since a subject 
may not complete all the lesion scans on the same day due to many reasons, such as the subject's health 
issues. When subjects have scans for one evaluation time point on multiple dates, it could be difficult to 
determine to which evaluation time point the scans belongs to. To solve this problem, we set up time 
windows around each evaluation time point.  
This paper will demonstrate the basic ADTL data structure and derivations. It will also cover challenging 
scenarios such as lesion assessments collected on multiple days, missing lesion assessments for one or 
more lesions, merged or split lesions, and how the lesion numbers assigned/changed in the crossover 
period. This paper will provide solutions for these challenges and ways to identify common data issues.  
 
BACKGROUND 
What is Lesion:    
An abnormal area of tissue inside or outside the body that may get bigger or change the appearance and 
may or may not be cancerous.  

 

Methods of Lesion Assessments:    
One important point is that the same assessment technique should be used to characterize all lesions at 
baseline and post-baseline to provide the most accurate and meaningful feedback on tumor burden. 
 
The following are some commonly used lesions assessment methods: 

- CT (computed tomography) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) are currently the best 
available and reproducible methods to measure. 
- Clinical examination results should be used only if  the lesion cannot be imaged. Otherwise, 
imaging evaluation has a priority because it is more objective. 
- Lesions on a chest X-ray are acceptable as measurable lesions when they are clearly def ined 
and surrounded by the aerated lung.  

 
Measurability of lesions at baseline: 
At baseline, lesions will be categorized as measurable or non-measurable as follows: 
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Measurable:   
Lesions must be accurately measured in at least one dimension with a minimum size of 10 mm by CT scan, 
10 mm caliper measurement by clinical exam (lesions that cannot be accurately measured with calipers 
should be recorded as non-measurable), or 20 mm by chest X-ray. 

 
Non-measurable: 
All other lesions that do not meet the aforementioned measurable criteria, including small lesions (longest 
diameter <10 mm) are classified as non-measurable lesions.  

 
Baseline documentation of "Target" and "Non-target" lesions: 
A maximum of  f ive lesions in total (a maximum of two lesions per organ) should be identified as target 
lesions and will be recorded and measured at baseline. 
All other lesions should be identified as non-target lesions and will be recorded at baseline. 
Measurements are not required, and these lesions should be followed as ‘present’, ‘absent’, or 
‘unequivocal progression’. 
Target lesions Link ID starts with “T” or “TEN” and Non-target lesion Link ID starts with “N” or “NTEN” 
followed by an incremental number. 

 
New Lesion: 
Any lesion is only identified af ter initial treatment will be considered a new lesion. New lesions will play a 
major role in subject response evaluation. New lesions will be added to TU and TR datasets whenever the 
investigator identifies them.  
New Lesion ID value starts with “NEW” followed by an incremental number. Most oncology studies will not 
collect new lesion measurements. 

 

RECIST 1.1 Response Criteria: 
This section provides the definitions for the criteria used to determine objective tumor response 
for target lesions. 

Complete Response (CR): Disappearance of all target lesions. Any pathological lymph nodes 
(whether target or non-target) must have a reduction in short axis to <10 mm. 
Partial Response (PR): At least a 30% decrease in the sum of diameters of target lesions, taking 
as reference the baseline sum diameters. 
Progressive Disease (PD): At least a 20% increase in the sum of  diameter of  target lesions 
compared with the smallest-sum longest diameter recorded (nadir) so far or the appearance of one 
or more new lesions.   
Stable Disease (SD): Neither sufficient shrinkage to qualify for PR nor sufficient increase to qualify 
for PD, taking as reference the smallest sum diameters while in the study. 

 
Introduction of the Tumor Identification and Tumor Results SDTM datasets: 
The purpose of the Tumor Identification (TU) domain is to uniquely identify tumors, which are tracked                  
throughout the course of a study. The variable TULNKID is used as a link between the TU and TR 
domain 
The tumor identification is represented using TUTEST and TUTESTCD. If a tumor happens to split into 
more distinct tumors or numerous tumors merge to form a single tumor, TUTEST will be set to” Tumor 
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Split” or “Tumor Merge”. 

 
 
The Tumor Results (TR) domain contains quantitative measurements or qualitative assessments of tumors 
identified in the TU domain. These measurements are taken at baseline and at each subsequent time point 
to support the response evaluations.  
Information regarding the test that has been used to obtain the measurement or f indings is stored in 
TRTEST/TRTESTCD. The tumor measurement and the measurement unit results are stored in TRORRES 
and TRORRESU. 

 
 

ADTL DATASET DEVELOPMENT:  
ADTL dataset is a lesion analysis dataset, and it follows the ADaM BDS data structure. Each lesion record 
within the parameter must be unique by time point. In a general scenario, ADTL will contain two parameters.  

• Sum of Diameter of Target Lesions (SODTL)   
• New Lesion (NEWLS) 

SUM OF DIAMETER OF TARGET LESIONS (SODTL):  
The Sum of  Diameter of Target Lesions is the sum of  all unique target lesion measurements at a single 
time point. In some studies, SODTL may be calculated by investigation sites and entered into the database 
(i.e., SDTM). In that case, it will be a direct mapping into the ADTL dataset.  
However, if  the sum of the lesion needs to be derived at ADTL level, it might be a complex task. Creating 
SODTL f rom multiple target lesions will involve a deep understanding of data collection methods and able 
to identify invalid data entries.  
 
Calculating the Sum of Diameter of target lesions: 
First, select the target lesion by using TRTEST or TRCAT variables. Then f ind timing variables to group 
target lesions and create a sum of lesions per subject per time point. To group target lesions, we need to 
identify the number of target lesions per subject at baseline; this way, we can group valid lesion records in 
post-baseline, that may be collected on different dates within the accepted time window.  
 
Baseline:  
Lesions that are present on or before the treatment start date is called baseline lesions, if multiple scans 
are performed for the same lesion on or before the treatment start date, then select the latest one. Once 
baseline lesion count is identified, it can be used to group lesions in post-baseline and find any duplicate or 
missing lesions. 
In below screenshot, one subject’s TEN3 and TND4 were taken on 30-Apr-2000, and TND1 and TND2 
were taken on 06-May-2000. In this scenario, baseline SODTL is a total of TRORRES, and ADT will be   
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06-May-2000. Moreover, now we know that this subject has 4 target lesions in baseline and this information 
will be used as a reference number to group post-baseline lesions.  
TR: 

  
ADTL: 

 
For crossover or multi-period studies, we might have more than one baseline. More details on multiple 
baselines will be discussed later in this paper.  
 
Post-Baseline:  
As per the RECIST1.1, the frequency of tumor re-evaluation while on treatment should be protocol 
specific and adapted to the type and schedule of treatment. However, every 6–8 weeks is reasonable. 
Per RECIST1.1, the same number of target lesions should be collected at each time point in the post-
baseline. 
Using the subject's baseline target lesion count, post-baseline lesions will be grouped, and create sum of 
lesion records.    
To calculate post-baseline SODTL, first identify the target lesion by applying the target lesion f ilter condition, 
then use timing variables to find the subject post-baseline target lesion. After identifying the post-baseline, 
group the lesions that are collected at a particular time point. Use baseline reference count to identify any 
missing or duplicate lesions in specific time point. Some time point may have multiple dates or visits, but 
the time point should be in a specific time window. In most cases, +/-7 days between the scans can be 
expected. 
For instance, the below subject has a total of four lesions collected at baseline and the same number of 
lesions are collected at each post-baseline time point.  
TR: 

 
 
ADTL:  
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DATA SCENARIOS: 
In some scenarios, not all target lesions are collected on the same date or time point. In this case, creating 
the sum of the lesion is a challenging task.  
Below data scenarios might occur during the development of the ADTL dataset. Each scenario has a 
description and a possible solution.  
Scenario 01: Lesions that are collected at baseline and not collected in post-baseline. 
Description: Sometime, a subject that enrolled into a study with screening scan has no post-baseline 
scans. This is a common scenario, and it may not be a data issue. But sometimes subject may have scans 
for some lesions but not all in a specific time window. This will cause an issue. 
Solution: As per the RECISIT1.1 guidance, lesions present at baseline should be collected in protocol-
specified post-baseline and follow-up time points. If  lesion is completely disappeared, the record should be 
populated with the size of the lesion as “0”. If  one or more scans are missing at a specific time point. It could 
be a data entry issue and needs to be resolved. 
In the case below, the final ADTL dataset will not be having SODTL record for 09-Oct-2000 time point since 
this subject has one target lesion missing. We need to request data management to follow-up with the site 
for the missing TEN3 record. 

 

 

Scenario 02: For a post-baseline time point, the lesions are collected on different dates within an 
acceptable time window. 
Description: Due to subject tolerability and site issues, the subject may not have all lesions scanned on 
the same date or visit. Some lesions may be scanned on more than one date/visit.  
Solution: Lesion assessments will be performed by time points, not by visit. Each protocol has an 
acceptable time window to consider if lesions are scanned within this range. 
In the below example, subject 10006 has four target lesions at baseline, and in  one post-baseline has 3 of 
them collected on 12-Dec-2000 while TEN3 was collected on the next day, a different visit. In this case, all 
four scans should be considered since they are all scanned within +/-7 days (may vary by protocol) of the 
initial target lesion collection for this time point. ADT should be the latest date (i.e., 13-Dec-2000)  
TR: 
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ADTL: 

 

 

Scenario 03: Lesion Split  
Description: Lesion split is not a data issue. During post-baseline or follow-up, a lesion can split into 
multiple lesions, and additional records will be created based on the number of splits. As a result, the 
number of  lesions at post-baseline will increase. This may create a logical issue because the processing 
program expects the same number of lesion count between baseline and post-baseline.  
Solution: Identify lesion split using TR.TRLNKID or TU.TUTESTCD. TR.TRLNKID will have decimals when 
tumor split occurs, or TUMTESTCD will have the keyword “TUSPLIT” to indicate tumor split. After identifying 
the tumor split, combine all split records into one record, this way we can calculate the total measurement 
value f rom all split lesions. Remove the decimal value f rom TRLNKID to extract the lesion ID prior to the 
split. We have the same number of lesions as the baseline with the same corresponding IDs. This will allow 
the same derivation for the sum of lesions that we will apply for other lesions.  
In the below example, subject 10007 has split lesion in TEN8 f rom 17-Jun-2015 onwards. This lesion is 
split to two lesions (TEN8.1 and TEN8.2) 
TU: 

 

TR:  

 

Scenario 04: Lesion Merge 
Description: When lesions grow in size, they may merge with other nearby lesions and form a single lesion. 
This is called lesion merge. Lesion merge is a common scenario, and it’s not a data issue. However, due 
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to the merge, the number of lesions in the post-baseline will be less than the baseline lesion count.  
Solution: To execute SODTL logic on merged target lesions, we need to create the same number of post-
baseline target lesion entries as baseline count. When lesion merge occurred, TUTESTCD is populated 
with “TUMERGE” for the merged lesions. Based on that, we can break the merged lesion TR entries into 
multiple records based on the number of lesions that merged into. Assign the merged lesion measurement 
into one of the derived records and keep other lesion measurements as “0”. Now we have the same number 
lesion records as baseline lesion counts to apply general SODTL logic.   
In the below example, subject 10008 has merged lesions TEN1 and TEN2.   
TU: 

 

TR: 

 

 

CROSSOVER PHASE: 
There are oncology studies with more than one treatment phase, such as crossover studies. In that 
situation, we will have more than one baseline in ADTL. 

The same lesion f rom the initial phase may carry over to the crossover phase with a dif ferent lesion ID. 
Investigator will reassess the lesions before starting the crossover phase/second phase of the study. The 
number of lesions in the crossover phase may or may not be the same as those in the initial phase. All new 
lesions occurred during the initial phase will be considered as either Target or Non-Target lesions.  

In the below example, subject 10009 has a total of three target lesions at initial phase. For the crossover 
phase, this subject has five target lesions. All crossover target lesions are reassessed and assigned new 
IDs to separate from the initial study period.  
From an analysis perspective, the initial phase lesion baseline and post-baseline should be separated from 
crossover lesions baseline and post-baseline. This way response can be measured independently for two 
dif ferent treatment phases. 
TR 
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Crossover Baseline Derivation:  
Calculating SODTL for baseline in the crossover phase is as important as the initial treatment. Crossover 
baseline lesions will be identified by using EPOCH, VISIT, or any other timing variables. Identifying 
crossover baseline using lesion scan date and initial treatment date is recommended. The lesion scans 
collected at the last time point of the initial phase will be considered as the baseline scans for the 
crossover (or second period) phase.  
In the above example, subject crossover treatment starts on 01-Jan-2015, thus, the last scan before the 
treatment is 05-Dec-2014, which will be the baseline for the crossover phase.  
Crossover post-baseline SODTL derivation is the same as initial treatment. 

 

NEW LESION (NEWLS): 
Whether adding all new lesions or the first occurrence of a new lesion into ADTL is dependent on the study 
requirement. In most studies, ADTL doesn’t include new lesion measurements. However, since  new lesion 
qualif ies that timepoint response as PD, we may include new lesions in certain plots, such as spider plot. 
In such situation, we might have to include the new lesion information in the ADTL dataset. 
In the below example, subject 10010 has multiple new lesions and all mapped into the ADTL dataset. 
However, for analysis purposes, we are only considering the first occurrence of the new lesion that we flag 
with ANL0FL variable, which has the value of “Y” for the first occurrence of a new lesion. The spider plot in 
f igure 3, has the first occurrence of a new lesion populated with a diamond symbol.  
TR 

  
ADTL 

 
 
Below are a few important columns in ADTL that will play a major role in lesions analysis: 
ADT   Contains scan date in numerical format. 

AVAL  Sum of  lesion. 

APERIOD  
Period variable. It will be useful for multi-period studies. For instance,  
initial period records will have 1 and crossover records will have 2. 

BASE  Contains Baseline Sum of Lesion.  

BASETYPE  
Baseline Type. It will be useful for multi-period studies. For instance,  
initial period records will have “initial” and crossover records will have “crossover”. 

CHG  Change f rom baseline. 
PCHG  Percentage change from baseline. 

 
ADTL BASED OUTPUTS:  
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Below are few example plots created using the ADTL dataset.   
Figure 1: This water fall plot is developed using subject lesion best percentage change from 
baseline. Each bar represents one subject. X-axis indicates subjects and Y-axis indicates best 
percentage change from baseline.  
 

                                       
 
Figure 2: Spider plot display subject percentage change from baseline over the treatment course. 
X axis indicates treatment duration in weeks and Y axis indicates a change from baseline. 
Optionally, this plot also shows subject's first occurrence of a new lesion and when a subject is 
off study drug.  

                                          
                   
CALCULATING THE SUM OF DIAMETER FOR LYMPHOMA STUDIES: 
ADTL can be applied to lymphoma studies with the same principles but with few changes in SODTL 
calculations. For lymphomas, SODTL is calculated by multiplying the values of longest perpendicular and 
longest diameter (LPERP and LDIAM) together. This is the “product diameter” for that time point. Then 
take the sum of all “product diameters” across all lesions for that subject within a time point to calculate 
the sum of diameter. 
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of lymphoma lesion merge and split  

 

 
CONCLUSION:  
 
Lesion analysis is the primary efficacy measure in subject response evaluation. There are complex data 
scenarios regarding the duplicated and missing records, scans not done on the scheduled visit. Hence, 
programmers should have a deep understanding of RECISIT1.1 and lesion data entry guidelines to 
ef f iciently analyze the lesion data. This paper provides insights on RECISIT1.1, lesion data entry 
guidelines, and possible data scenarios that may come across during ADTL dataset development. 
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